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Abstract
Foraging based on prey elemental content could be more pronounced if consumers leveraged differences in physical traits among
stoichiometrically distinct prey to ingest more favorable food, allowing consumers to meet their threshold elemental ratios
(TER). We offered the marine copepod, Acartia tonsa, different combinations of large and small diatom congeners, grown to be
either stoichiometrically replete or nitrogen-deficient. When offered each diatom alone, A. tonsa exhibited compensatory grazing
on large diatoms, and ingested more nitrogen-deficient cells. When offered diatoms that differed in both size and stoichiometry,
copepods mixed their diets to achieve a C:N close to their independently estimated optimal TER. When offered pairs of
different-sized diatoms of similar stoichiometry, A. tonsa preferred larger cells, suggesting evolutionary constraints drive choice
when stoichiometric differences are minimal. Experiments describing selectivity on single traits may seriously underestimate
how precisely copepods can optimize their dietary stoichiometry when feeding on a diverse natural prey assemblage.
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ABSTRACT
Foraging based on prey elemental content could be more pronounced if consumers leveraged differences in
physical traits among stoichiometrically distinct prey to ingest more favorable food, allowing consumers
to meet their threshold elemental ratios (TER). We offered the marine copepod, Acartia tonsa , different
combinations of large and small diatom congeners, grown to be either stoichiometrically replete or nitrogendeficient. When offered each diatom alone, A. tonsa exhibited compensatory grazing on large diatoms, and
ingested more nitrogen-deficient cells. When offered diatoms that differed in both size and stoichiometry,
copepods mixed their diets to achieve a C:N close to their independently estimated optimal TER. When
offered pairs of different-sized diatoms of similar stoichiometry, A. tonsapreferred larger cells, suggesting
evolutionary constraints drive choice when stoichiometric differences are minimal. Experiments describing
selectivity on single traits may seriously underestimate how precisely copepods can optimize their dietary
stoichiometry when feeding on a diverse natural prey assemblage.
INTRODUCTION
Primary consumers have specific dietary needs based on demands for growth and reproduction, which suggests
that they should possess the ability to optimize dietary intake of key nutrients. Optimal foraging theory posits
that consumers should be selective and preferentially ingest high-quality prey; low-quality prey may also be
consumed, depending on the costs of prey rejection and the availability of high-quality prey (Lehman 1976,
DeMott 1989). Although optimal foraging theory was originally developed considering energetic cost/benefits
to consumers (e.g., Emlen 1966, MacArthur and Pianka 1966, Krebs et al. 1977), this theory can be extended
to consider a consumer’s other nutritional cost/benefits as well, as has been studied using nutritional geometry
and ecological stoichiometry (Raubenheimer and Simpson 1997, 2004, Sterner and Elser 2002, Simpson et
al. 2004, Simpson and Raubenheimer 2011). Within these ecological frameworks, organisms are expected to
ingest food of varying qualities in proportions that will maximize their fitness. Therefore, consumers may
be expected to use selective feeding to consume prey that allows the consumer to reach its target intake, in
terms of nutritional geometry, or its threshold elemental ratio (TER), in terms of ecological stoichiometry,
to maximize growth and production (Urabe and Watanabe 1992, Simpson et al. 2004, Frost et al. 2006,
Simpson and Raubenheimer 2011).
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Copepods are the most abundant metazoans on Earth (Turner 2004), so it is important to understand how
their selective feeding affects the stoichiometry of their diet. The copepod’s growth influences the ecological
efficiency of aquatic food webs (Wishner et al. 1988, Lavigne 2003, Laidre et al. 2007, Mitra et al. 2014), and
their diet determines elemental ratios in recycled, suspended, and sinking material (e.g., Elser et al. 1996,
Steinberg et al. 2002, Meunier et al. 2016, Franco-Santos et al. 2018). Choice and behavior experiments show
that copepods differentiate between prey of the same species but different stoichiometry (Cowles et al. 1988,
Butler et al. 1989, Meunier et al. 2016, Herstoff et al. 2019, but see Isari et al. 2013). However, copepods do
not display perfect selectivity in these experiments, and often consume some amount of stoichiometrically
‘less-preferable’ prey as a result (e.g., Meunier et al. 2016). This can make it hard for consumers to match their
optimal TER, and can reduce the consumer’s potential for production (Plath and Boersma 2001, Boersma
and Elser 2006, Zhou and Declerck 2019). Therefore, patterns of consumer selectivity in nature may reflect
other prey traits independent of stoichiometry, such as prey detectability as it varies with size or motility.
For example, copepods select between prey based on cell size (Mullin 1963, Richman and Rogers 1969, Frost
1972, Berggreen et al. 1988, Hansen et al. 1994), and can preferentially remove their preferred prey type,
even if it is rare within the environment (Stoecker and Sanders 1985, Jakobsen et al. 2005). However, while
we know that multiple, individual traits influence selectivity, we still do not know how copepod choice is
influenced by simultaneous differences in multiple prey traits, particularly when traits differ between prey
species.
Choice experiments involving single prey species may underestimate how effectively copepods can achieve
an optimal dietary stoichiometry in nature. Numerous traits that copepods can use to feed discriminately,
including stoichiometry, often covary in natural prey communities (Quigg et al. 2003, Finkel et al. 2009).
Some copepods switch foraging modes to selectively target prey of a certain size and motility (Kiørboe et al.
1996, Kiørboe 2011, Saiz et al. 2014). If prey of different size, for example, also differ in elemental content,
copepods might be able to switch feeding modes to target the stoichiometrically more favorable prey or to
switch back and forth between modes to achieve an optimal diet mixture. Indeed, elemental and biochemical
composition of phytoplankton is often related to traits such as size or motility, which are themselves functions
of evolutionary history, functional adaptations, and ecological strategy (Litchman et al. 2010, Meunier et al.
2017). Thus, the correlation between the physical characteristics that consumers act upon and the nutritional
quality of autotrophic prey is likely an important feature of aquatic primary producer communities (Sterner
and Elser 2002, Finkel et al. 2009, Hall 2009) that may help consumers meet their TER more effectively.
Alternatively, if food quality is uniformly poor, zooplankton may simply alter ingestion to maximize their
intake of energy or key limiting nutrient elements, depending on which one is most limiting to copepod
growth, and which one is most costly to dispose of. While selectivity best allows consumers to choose prey
that most closely meet their TER, this will not be possible when faced with a monoculture of poor-quality
prey, as may be the case in low nutrient waters or at the culmination of phytoplankton blooms. In situations
like this, some consumers can engage in compensatory feeding to maximize ingestion of limiting nutrients
(e.g., Libourel Houde and Roman 1987, Meunier et al. 2012). The ratio of carbon to other elements of
phytoplankton prey can vary with access to light, carbon dioxide, and nutrients, as well as the existence of
structural materials, the ability to engage in luxury uptake, and the storage of compounds (Sterner and Elser
2002, Ågren 2004, Frost et al. 2005, Meunier et al. 2014). Provided the costs of regulating excess carbon to
other elements are not too great (Boersma and Elser 2006), or using the excess carbon to increase the uptake
of the limiting nutrient (Plath and Boersma 2001), this strategy may favor consumers that use compensatory
feeding when only poor-quality food is available.
We addressed three questions by offering adult female A. tonsavarious combinations of two genetically closely
related, differently-sized species of marine diatoms that had been grown in either nutrient replete or nutrientdeficient media. First, we asked when there was a strong contrast in diatom size and elemental content in a
mixture, can copepods reach their predicted optimal TER by leveraging prey size to target prey based on its
stoichiometry? Second, we asked when the only food offered to them is nutrient-poor, does A. tonsa exhibit
evidence of compensatory grazing? Last, based on these experiments, we asked when diatom size differs but
stoichiometric differences between prey are minimal, do copepods engage in simple, size-based selectivity
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and target larger, more carbon-rich diatoms to optimize energy uptake? We found that A. tonsa exhibits a
high degree of plasticity in its preference, and will ingest a mixture of prey to achieve a C:N ratio close to its
theoretical TER when those prey differ strongly in both size and quality. We hypothesize that copepods in
natural systems may therefore leverage different prey traits to consume a prey mixture that matches their
TER, as predicted by the framework of nutritional geometry. We suggest that choice experiments involving
single prey traits may underestimate the impact of consumer selectivity on ecosystem process when prey
communities are complex.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Organism Husbandry
We used the centric diatoms Thalassiosira weissflogii andT. pseudonana (class: Mediophyceae) as prey.
These congeners are of different sizes (T. pseudonana : ˜4.15 μm equivalent spherical diameter (ESD); T.
weissflogii : ˜13 μm ESD), can be grown to have different stoichiometries, and are both readily consumed
by Acartia tonsa(e.g., Miller and Roman 2008, Siuda and Dam 2010, Tyrell and Fisher 2019). While larger
diatoms contain more nutrients, such as carbon (C) and nitrogen (N), per cell than do smaller diatoms
(Strathmann 1967, Montagnes and Franklin 2001), C assimilation efficiency is greater forAcartia copepods
consuming smaller diatoms like T. pseudonana , as opposed to larger diatoms like T. weissflogii (Xu and
Wang 2003), even though smaller diatoms are typically not grazed as efficiently as larger cells (Støttrup and
Jensen 1990).
Diatoms were grown in semi-continuous 2 L cultures in artificial seawater created by dissolving 30 ppt Red
Sea SaltTM (Red Sea USA, Houston, Texas) in MilliQ water, aerating the mixture for at least 24 hours,
and then filtering at 0.2 μm before use. Diatoms were kept at 18°C under 254 μEinsteins m-2 s-2 on a
12:12 light:dark regime. Diatoms were grown to be either nutrient replete (amended with f/2 levels of
nutrients, as per Guillard and Ryther 1962), or to be N-deficient (f/200 level of NO3 - added). We focused on
nitrogen content in our experiments because N-rich prey allows better somatic growth and egg production in
copepods (Franco-Santos et al. 2018), and because older A. tonsa selectively consume N-rich food (Meunier
et al. 2016), and exhibit more feeding behavior when offered N-rich prey (Herstoff et al. 2019).
Diatom culture density and cell sizes were measured daily with a Beckman Multisizer 3 Coulter Counter
(Beckman Coulter, Brea, California). When cultures reached a target density of 1.25-2.5×105 cells mL-1
(T. pseudonana ) or 1.5-3x104 cells mL-1 (T. weissflogii ), they were diluted 2-10x (faster-growing, replete
cultures were diluted more). Three replicate samples for C:N analysis were collected on the morning of the
grazing experiments by filtration at <5 psi vacuum onto glass fiber filters (Whatman GF/F). Samples were
dried at 60degC, and C and N measured using a Vario Micro Cube elemental analyzer (Elementar, Hanau,
Germany).
Measurements of diatom size and stoichiometry were inspected for heteroskedasticity, log-transformed to
ensure normality, and analyzed with a one-way ANOVA and post-hoc Tukey HSD tests (Sokal and Rohlf
2012) using R (The R Core Team 2013). Thalassiosira weissflogii was significantly larger than T. pseudonana
, regardless of stoichiometric rearing condition (Table 1). While C content differed between the two diatom
species, C content did not differ within diatoms reared in different stoichiometric conditions (Table 1).
Within each of the two diatom species, cells reared in N-deficient media had significantly lower N, and
higher C:N (Table 1). C:N did not differ between the two diatom species grown in N-deficient conditions,
but for diatoms grown in replete conditions, T. pseudonana had a significantly higher C:N than T. weissflogii
(Table 1). The C:N of small, replete T. pseudonana nearly matched A. tonsa ’s predicted optimal TER of
7.12 C:N (Anderson et al. 2017). In contrast, all N-deficient diatoms had much higher C:N, and the large,
replete diatoms had slightly lower C:N (Table 1) compared to A. tonsa ’s predicted optimal TER of 7.12
C:N (Anderson et al. 2017).
Acartia tonsa cultures were purchased from AlgaGen, LLC (Vero Beach, Florida,) and maintained in the
dark at a density of ˜500 animals L-1 in 3.5 L artificial seawater. Water was changed daily, and copepods
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were fed ad libitum with equal parts replete and N-deficient T. weissflogii and T. pseudonana , and the
cryptophyte Rhodomonas salinagrown in f/2 media.
Experimental Setup
The experiment consisted of eight treatments run simultaneously that were intended to make three types
of comparisons (Fig. 1). In four treatments, we offered copepods each of the four prey types singly to
determine reference grazing rates in the absence of selection. In two other treatments, copepods were offered
pairs of large and small diatoms, each from different rearing conditions, in two different treatments, to
determine if copepods could switch between prey of different size based on their cellular C:N. Last, in two
treatments, we offered copepods pairs of large and small diatoms from the same nutrient rearing condition,
either stoichiometrically replete or N-deficient, to assess size-selectivity. We did not conduct stoichiometricselective grazing trials because such selectivity has already been shown in numerous studies (e.g., Cowles et
al. 1988, Boersma et al. 2016, Meunier et al. 2016).
The experiment was run in the dark on a plankton wheel (˜1 rpm) in 225 mL FalconTM polypropylene
centrifuge tubes (Corning Incorporated, Corning, New York) for 24 hours. Due to space constraints on the
plankton wheel, we could only accommodate three replicates of each treatment at a single time. To increase
replication, the experiment was repeated on three separate dates (July 26-27, July 30-31, and August 12, 2018) to yield nine total replicates for each of the three grazing trials. To determine whether there
were significant differences in C and N ingestion between the three experiment dates, we added 1e-10 to all
measurements to account for the lack of ingestion in some treatments, and then we log-transformed these
values to render them normal and homogenize variance. These data were analyzed with a nested ANOVA
(Sokal and Rohlf 2012) in R (The R Core Team 2013) using the package nlme (Pinheiro et al. 2020). In
the nested ANOVA, day was treated as a random variable, nested within treatment. We determined that
there were no significant differences in either C ingestion (F2, 103 = 1.89, p = 0.16) or N ingestion (F2, 103 =
1.94,p = 0.15) within similar treatments run on different dates. Because of this, and because all experiments
were run close to each other in time, and used the same media, we treated the nine measurements as true
replicates. We also ran controls to measure algae growth during the experiment, using tubes that only
contained phytoplankton (Frost 1972). All grazing trial tubes contained 10 adult female A. tonsaand their
associated diatom prey (Fig. 1). An initial 10 mL sample was taken from each tube immediately after
adding copepods and preserved with Lugol’s Iodine for later cell count analysis. After 24h, a final 10 mL
sample was taken from each tube and preserved with Lugol’s Iodine for later cell count analysis.
Data analysis
We calculated ingestion using the equations in Frost (1972). By multiplying the number of cells ingested
by each diatom type’s nutritional content, we determined the ingested C and N (μg copepod-1 h-1 ), and
the overall C:N (mol:mol) ingested. Comparing C and N ingestion allowed us to assess selectivity on the
two diatom species despite the ˜15-fold difference cell size, as calculated by cell volume, and the difference
in diatom abundance in mixtures, where the smaller T. pseudonana was ˜2.5-fold more abundant than the
larger T. weissflogii . In cases where we calculated negative cell ingestion for a particular diatom type, we
set ingestion to zero. This happened consistently, in eight of the nine measurements of small, replete diatoms
in the size-selective grazing trials, and in all nine measurements of large, N-deficient diatoms in the size ×
stoichiometry grazing trials.
In all three grazing trials, we wanted to test if the observed outcomes matched predicted differences based on
our hypotheses. We investigated (1) in single-species grazing trials, whether A. tonsa would use compensatory
grazing to ingest similar amounts of N when each diatom species from each nutrient condition was offered
alone. We predicted that (2) in size × stoichiometry grazing trials, where there was a strong contrast in
both diatom size and C:N, whether A. tonsawould selectively remove mixtures of diatoms to optimize their
elemental intake as closely as possible to their TER; and (3) in size-selective grazing trials, where diatom
size strongly contrasted but stoichiometric differences were minimal, whether A. tonsa would use selectively
remove the larger, more C- and energy-rich diatom in the mixture, regardless of the quality of the diatom pair.
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Because we planned to perform a series of comparisons to test these specific predicted results, we performed
Welch’s t-tests on these focal groups. Welch’s t-test allows for unequal variance, which is important because
we anticipated there may be more variance in counting the larger, rarerT. weissflogii on the Coulter Counter,
as compared to the smaller, more abundant T. pseudonana .
For both the size × stoichiometry grazing trials and the size-selective grazing trials, we used two-sample
Student’s t-tests to compare the overall C:N ingested during the course of the choice experiments to the
average C:N of each diatom type by itself. This allowed us to determine which diatom type was contributing
more stoichiometrically to the copepod’s diet. For both the size-selective grazing trials and the size ×
stoichiometry grazing trials, we used C ingestion rates for each diatom type within a pair to calculate prey
preference using Chesson’s selectivity index, α (Chesson 1978, 1983). We then used a t -test to compare the
observed α in trials to α = 0.5 (no selectivity).
RESULTS
Single species grazing trials
When offered one diatom type at a time, adult female A. tonsaexhibited roughly similar average ingestion
rates for the two diatom species (average ingestion of T. weissflogii = 1120 cells copepod-1 h-1 , of T.
pseudonana = 1320 cells copepod-1 h-1 ) although there was some variation among nutrient treatments. This
meant that the amount of C and N consumed (μg copepod-1 h-1 ) from T. weissflogii was ˜12-fold and ˜8.6fold greater than T. pseudonana , because the amount of C and N associated with large diatoms was much
greater than for small diatoms.
The copepods exhibited some compensatory grazing in these experiments. When offered the large diatom,
ingestion was 3.4-fold higher on N-deficient diatoms as compared to replete cells (p = 0.023; Table 2; Fig.
2C). Consequently, the copepods obtained significantly more C (p = 0.032) but not significantly more N (p
= 0.98), from N-deficient T. weissflogii as compared to repleteT. weissflogii (Table 2, Figs. 2A-2B). For the
small diatom,T. pseudonana , cell ingestion rates were essentially identical on replete and N-deficient cells
(p = 0.31; Table 2, Fig. 2C).
Size × stoichiometry grazing trials
The copepods in our grazing trials selectively consumed diatom mixtures to match their C:N intake to
Anderson et al.’s (2017) predicted optimal TER of 7.12 (Table 2; Figs. 3A-3C & 4A-4B). Adult female
A. tonsa showed a distinct preference for replete T. pseudonanawhen it was offered in combination with
N-deficient T. weissflogii (Table 2, Figs. 3A-3C & 4A-4B). In this trial mixture, the small, replete diatoms
closely match the predicted optimal TER, whereas the large, N-deficient diatoms were above the optimal
TER (Table 1). Matching what may be predicted based on the diatom’s stoichiometry, we observed that
N-deficient T. weissflogii were completely avoided, and replete T. pseudonana were exclusively consumed
(Table 2, Figs. 3A-3C & 4A-4B). The cell ingestion rate for replete T. pseudonana was 5.92-fold greater than
for the same cell type when offered singly (Figs. 2C & 3C). As a consequence, copepods ingested all of their
C and N from the small diatom in the mixture (C: p = 0.016; N: p = 0.011), even though T. pseudonana
only comprised 0.14-fold the C, and 0.23-fold the N available, as compared to the larger T. weissflogii .
Because replete T. pseudonana was the only diatom consumed, the overall C:N ingestion matched that of
the replete T. pseudonana (Fig. 4A; average C:N = 7.13), and Chesson’s α measured perfect selection forT.
pseudonana (Fig. 4B; α = 1, d.f. = 8, p = 0).
In the other trial mixture, the copepods again selectively grazed diatom mixtures to match their C:N intake
to Anderson et al.’s (2017) predicted optimal TER of 7.12. In this case, copepods removed both diatom
types offered (Table 2; Figs. 3A-3C & 4A-4B). Compared to the copepod’s predicted optimal TER, the
small, N-deficient diatom was too C-rich, and the large, replete diatom too C-poor (Table 1). Here, A.
tonsapreferentially removed smaller, N-deficient T. pseudonana when it was offered in combination with
larger, replete T. weissflogii (Table 2; Figs. 3A-3C & 4A-4B). In this diatom mixture, the cell ingestion rate
was 8.16-fold higher for N-depleted T. pseudonanacompared to replete T. weissflogii (t = 4.93, d.f. = 16,
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p< 0.0001), and fully 4.68-fold greater than when N-deficientT. pseudonana was offered singly (Figs. 2C &
3C; t = -7.70, d.f. = 16, p < 0.0001). Despite the lower ingestion rate on the larger diatom, adult female
A. tonsaobtained more C and N from the replete T. weissflogii because this species accounted for ˜70% of
the C and N in available prey, which resulted in copepods obtaining more C fromT. pseudonana (Fig. 4B; α
T. pseudonana = 0.73, t = 2.39, d.f. = 8, p = 0.044). Consuming both types of diatoms resulted in copepods
ingesting an overall C:N that was intermediate between the replete T. weissflogii and the N-deficient T.
pseudonana (Fig. 4A; average C:N = 6.94 ± 0.53), and closely matched the predicted optimal TER for A.
tonsa(Anderson et al. 2017).
Size-selective grazing trials
When offered different-sized cells that had relatively small differences in cellular C:N, adult female Acartia
tonsa consumed both diatom types, but ultimately consumed much more of the larger, less abundant, and
more C- and N-rich diatom within the pair (Table 2; Figs. 3D-3F), resulting in selective removal of T.
weissflogii within the mixture (Figs. 4C-4D). When offered pairs of N-deficient diatoms, the larger diatoms
were grazed marginally more than small diatoms (Fig. 3F;p = 0.076), and A. tonsa consumed 2.74-fold more
T. weissflogii in this mixture. When offered pairs of replete diatoms, there was a significantly more grazing
on larger diatoms (Fig. 3F;p = 0.0091), and very few T. pseudonana were consumed overall. As compared
to T. pseudonana , T. weissflogii accounted for 5.11 to 7.66 times the C, and 4.86 to 10.55 times the N in
both the N-deficient and replete experiments, respectively. Therefore,A. tonsa obtained almost all of its C
and N from T. weissflogii in both the N-deficient diatom mixture (Table 2; Figs. 3D & 3E, C: p = 0.0068;
N: p = 0.0069), and in the replete diatom mixture (Table 2; Figs. 3D & 3E, C: p < 0.0001; N: p < 0.0001).
Due to these grazing patterns, the C:N of the copepod’s diet did not differ from the C:N of T. weissflogii ,
either when offered replete cells (t = 0.32, d.f. = 15, p = 0.75; Fig. 4C), or when offered N-deficient cells (t
= -0.77, d.f. = 16, p = 0.45; Fig. 4C). Additionally, we observed strong preferential removal ofT. weissflogii
using Chesson’s α, both when offered pairs of N-deficient diatoms (Fig. 4D; α = 0.97; t = 184.45, d.f. = 8,p
< 0.0001), and when offered pairs of replete diatoms (Fig. 4D; α = 0.89; t = 7200.94, d.f. = 8, p < 0.0001).
As in the single species grazing trials, there was evidence of compensatory feeding by the adult female A.
tonsa in these size-selective grazing trials. The higher cell ingestion rate in trials with N-deficient diatoms
(Fig. 3F), and particularly the greater ingestion of large diatoms (Fig. 4D) resulted in essentially equivalent
N-ingestion (Table 2, Fig. 3E, p = 0.16), whereas the C ingestion differed by nearly three-fold (Table 2, Fig.
3D, p = 2.01e-04).
In summary, when offered diatoms singly, adult female A. tonsaengaged in compensatory feeding only with
the large diatoms, although the overall cell ingestion rate was low (Fig. 2). Next, during size × stoichiometry
grazing trials, when A. tonsa were simultaneously offered small and large diatoms that differed in elemental
content, the copepods preferred the smaller diatom species, whether it was N-replete or N-depleted (Fig.
3A-3C; Fig. 4B). In these treatments, the final C:N ingested was indistinguishable no matter which diatom
was N-rich (t = -0.51, d.f. = 16, p = 0.61; Fig. 4A), and very close to the TER. Last, during size-selective
grazing trials, the copepods that were offered diatoms that differed in size but were similar in C:N preferred
the larger diatom, which accounted for more biomass and was nutritionally- and energetically-superior on a
cell-by-cell basis (Fig. 3D-F; Fig. 4D).
DISCUSSION
Our study is the first to show that copepods can actively and effectively reach their TER by leveraging
size differences in nutritionally distinct prey. Previous studies have typically focused on selectivity based on
one prey characteristic or another, so as to unambiguously identify those traits that control selectivity (e.g.,
DeMott 1989). Some of these preferences reflect needs, such as prey stoichiometry or fatty acid content,
which influence the consumer’s growth and reproduction (Klein Breteler et al. 2005, Malzahn and Boersma
2012, Meunier et al. 2016). Others, like preference for prey of a certain size or mobility, are presumed to
reflect ease of prey detection, capture, and processing (Frost 1972, Kiørboe et al. 1996, Jakobsen et al.
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2005, Meunier et al. 2013, Saiz et al. 2014). Often, selectivity is thought to be a linear combination of these
seemingly independent types of preferences (Wirtz 2012, Litchman et al. 2013). However, some copepods
can adjust their feeding strategies or modes while foraging (Kiørboe et al. 1996, Kiørboe 2011, Saiz et al.
2014), which may help them reach their TER by targeting physically distinct prey forms that are in some
way nutritionally distinct. We built on prior studies to ask whether such flexibility granted copepods greater
leeway to manage the stoichiometry of their diet when feeding on a diverse prey assemblage.
Our results suggest that factors governing size-selective predation are complex. The patterns of selectivity
observed in size × stoichiometry grazing trials indicated that the copepods distinguished between prey that
differed in multiple traits, and that the copepods leveraged these differences to match their TER by grazing
diatoms in different amounts in both treatments. These observations are in line with the theory of nutritional
geometry (Raubenheimer and Simpson 2004, Raubenheimer and Jones 2006, Simpson and Raubenheimer
2011), because copepods mixed their prey intake in different ways to obtain their target C:N. Because
consuming food with an excess of particular nutrients can be deleterious to consumers (Boersma and Elser
2006, Tao et al. 2014), some consumers may ingest a mixture of prey types with different stoichiometric
imbalances compared to the consumer’s requirements. When combined, these different deficiencies in prey
stoichiometry may allow the consumer to still reach its target stoichiometry (Simpson and Raubenheimer
2011) and approach the consumer’s TER (Anderson et al. 2017). Replete T. pseudonana , which comprised
the entirety of the diet in one treatment, had almost the same C:N ratio as the ingested mixture of NdeficientT. pseudonana and replete T. weissflogii in the other, and very closely match the predicted optimal
TER for A. tonsa(Anderson et al. 2017). This selective removal of such a large proportion of small diatoms
in these treatments indicates that A. tonsa may have needed to change its foraging strategies to obtain
an optimal overall C:N, even if it meant consuming some prey items that, when offered alone, would have
non-preferred stoichiometric or physical characteristics. Although T. pseudonana is not typically grazed very
efficiently due to its small size (Støttrup and Jensen 1990), its more desirable stoichiometric content under
replete conditions seems to have lead copepods to target this diatom species exclusively, presumably by using
suspension feeding (Hansen et al. 1994), and to actively reject any encountered T. weissflogii (Poulet and
Marsot 1978, Huntley et al. 1983).
However, when prey differ most strongly in only one important trait, such as size, we observed that A. tonsa
engaged in simple, size-based selectivity. The copepods likely chose larger prey based on its greater energetic
yield, rather than engaging in mixed grazing strategies. Consistent with previous studies of size selectivity in
copepods (e.g., Mullin 1963, Richman and Rogers 1969), we observed that adult female A. tonsa selectively
removed the larger diatom offered within a pair, despite the smaller diatom sometimes better matching
the copepod’s predicted optimal TER (Anderson et al. 2017). When faced with a stoichiometrically-similar
food source, A. tonsa may be evolutionarily constrained to maximize energy- and nutrient-intake, here, by
selectively consuming the larger cells. Thus, the active choices that copepods make can differ in response
to multiple prey traits such that simple selectivity experiments may underestimate a consumer’s agency
in prey selectivity. Furthermore, selectivity experiments that manipulate single prey characteristics may
underestimate the importance of consumer selectivity on ecosystem process when prey communities are
complex.
When consumers selectively remove prey with particular C:N, the overall stoichiometric content of the remaining prey community will shift. This could have numerous important consequences, such as changing the
availability of specific prey for other consumers, or changing the rate of C flux into storage pools via sinking
fecal pellets and/or unconsumed detrital material (Franco-Santos et al. 2018). Selectivity by copepods like
A. tonsa could have important consequences for the nutritional targets within food webs, and alter the nutritional geometric framework of communities (Raubenheimer and Simpson 2004, Simpson and Raubenheimer
2011). Phytoplankton assemblages in the field are even more diverse than the diatom mixtures used in our
experiments, with respect to traits like prey size, motility and stoichiometric content, suggesting selective
consumers like A. tonsa may likely have greater scope to reach their TER. Because consumers may use
nutritional geometry and consume a variety of prey to meet their TER, single-species choice experiments
may not be sufficient to predict ecosystem-level effects of consumers when prey communities are complex.
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Thus, copepods may survive and reach their target TER even in nutrient-poor conditions, so long as their
prey varies both stoichiometrically and physically in some manner that allows for selectivity.
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Table 1: Size and stoichiometric composition of diatoms. The means of the equivalent spherical
diameters (ESD), C, N, and C:N composition are shown (+-1 SE). For all, n = 3 samples. A one-way ANOVA
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was performed; the dependent variables are listed within each column, and the independent variables were
the diatom species and condition. The results of post-hoc Tukey-Kramer test performed after each ANOVA
are shown as letters within superscripts in each column.
Table 2: Results of analyses of variance of grazing experiments. Diatoms were either Thalassiosira
weissflogii (Large) or T. pseudonana (Small), and were reared in either nutrient-replete (R) or N-deficient
media (-N). Three grazing trials with nine replicates each were run (overviewed in Fig. 1). Because a series of
comparisons with expected outcomes were planned, we performed Welch’s t-tests on the focal groups shown.
We asked whether there were significant differences in the grazing rate of C and N (μg copepod-1 h-1 ), and
in the ingestion rate, i (cells copepod-1 h-1 ). We analyzed these data both when considering diatoms of the
same species and ignoring rearing condition, and when considering diatoms from the same rearing condition
and ignoring species identity. For all, means (±1 SE) where n = 9 and bolded p > 0.05. The results presented
in this table are shown in Figs. 2-3.
Table 1.
Diatom spp.
T. pseudonana
T. weissflogii

Condition
N-deficient
Replete
N-deficient
Replete

ΕΣΔ (μμ)
a

4.14 (0.012)
4.19 (0.008) a
12.28 (0.031) b
13.28 (0.18) c

C (pg cell-1 )

N (pg cell-1 )

a

24.09 (1.35)
20.16 (0.81) a
319.98 (11.95)
389.92 (30.27)

a

b
b

C:N (mol:mol)

2.65 (0.06)
3.35 (0.09) b
33.5 (1.65) c
89.29 (3.18) d

10.56 (0.51) a
7.13 (0.33) b
11.79 (0.85) a
5.01 (0.24) c

Table 2.
Grazing trial

Focus

Diatom

Quality

Mean

±1 SE

Within species

Within species

Within species

W

Single species

C

Large
Large
Small
Small
Large
Large
Small
Small
Large
Large
Small
Small
Large
Large
Small
Small
Large
Large
Small
Small
Large
Large
Small
Small
Large

-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N

112.00
39.80
7.96
4.70
11.80
3.09
1.11
0.62
1732
508
1531
1108
100.00
36.00
1.49
0.01
10.50
2.80
0.21
0.00
2291
563
836
3
0

33.30
9.03
3.40
2.31
3.48
0.70
0.47
0.30
512
109
651
520
8.17
11.50
1.40
0.01
0.86
0.89
0.20
0.00
515
189
811
3
0

t
Within
2.1
Within
0.79
Within
2.44
Within
0.87
Within
2.33
Within
0.51
Within
4.57
Within
1.05
Within
6.24
Within
1.05
Within
3.15
Within
1.03
Within

d.f.
Within
9.17
Within
14.10
Within
8.65
Within
13.65
Within
8.73
Within
15.24
Within
14.47
Within
8.00
Within
15.98
Within
8
Within
10.11
Within
8.00
Within

p
Within Large:
0.032
Within Small:
0.22
Within Large:
0.98
Within Small:
0.20
Within Large:
0.023
Within Small:
0.31
Within Large:
2.01E-04
Within Small:
0.16
Within Large:
5.89E-06
Within Small:
0.16
Within Large:
5.12E-03
Within Small:
0.17
Within Large:

t
W
-3
W
-3
W
-3
W
-3
W
1
W
-0
W
-3
W
-1
W
-3
W
-1
W
-2
W
-1
W

N

i

Size-selective

C

N

i

Size × stoichiometry

C

13

Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:

Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
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Grazing trial

Focus

N

i

Diatom

Quality

Mean

±1 SE

Within species

Within species

Within species

W

Large
Small
Small
Large
Large
Small
Small
Large
Large
Small
Small

R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R
-N
R

70.60
38.90
21.30
0
5.48
5.41
2.80
0
878
7165
6564

18.60
6.31
3.77
0
1.44
0.88
0.50
0
260
1122
2183

-3.8
Within
2.39
Within
-3.8
Within
2.59
Within
-3.38
Within
0.25

8.00
Within
13.07
Within
8
Within
12.64
Within
8.00
Within
11.97

1.00
Within Small:
1.60E-02
Within Large:
1.00
Within Small:
1.10E-02
Within Large:
1.00
Within Small:
0.40

-2
W
6
W
-1
W
6
W
2
W
6

14

Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:

Small:
Large:
Small:
Large:
Small:
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Figure 1: Overview of experimental setup. Colored-coded rectangles indicate diatom species (“Small”,
light grey =Thalassiosira pseudonana , “Large”, dark grey = T. weissflogii ) and stoichiometric rearing
condition (N-deficient media = hatched boxes, Replete media = solid boxes). Average diatom density
at the start of the experiment (μg C mL-1 ) is shown as means ±1 SE (n= 9 for each treatment). (A)
In single species grazing trials, each of the four diatom types was offered individually to copepods. This
resulted in four separate treatments. (B) In size × stoichiometry grazing trials, pairs of diatoms of different
sizes and from different rearing conditions, were simultaneously offered to copepods. This resulted in two
separate treatments. (C) In size-selective grazing trials, pairs of diatoms of different sizes, but from the same
stoichiometric rearing condition, were simultaneously offered to copepods. This resulted in two separate
treatments.
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Figure 2: Results of single species grazing trials. Bars show means ±1 SE (n= 9 per experiment)
for grazing rate of (A) C (μg copepod-1 hour-1 ), of (B) N (μg copepod-1 hour-1 ), and (C) cell ingestion rate
(cells copepod-1 hour-1 ). Bar color indicates diatom type offered to copepods, as overviewed in Fig. 1, and
as indicated on the horizontal axis.
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Figure 3: Results of selectivity trials. Bars show means ±1 SE (n= 9 per experiment) for grazing of
(A, D) C (μg copepod-1 hour-1 ), (B, E) N (μg copepod-1 hour-1 ), and (C, F) the cell ingestion rate (cells
copepod-1 hour-1 ). Bar color indicates diatom type offered during experiments, as overviewed in Fig. 1, and
as indicated on the horizontal axis. Dashed vertical lines separate results for each of the diatom pairs offered.
Note the different scales on the y-axes.
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Figure 4: Overall C:N ingested, and Chesson’s selectivity index for C ingested by copepods in
selectivity experiments. Diatom mixtures offered as overviewed in Fig. 1, and indicated on the horizontal
axis. (A, C) The overall C:N ingested when consuming both diatoms in a mixture. White bars show means
±1 SE (n= 9 per experiment). (B, D) Chesson’s selectivity index for C ingested; bar height represents
the mean observed α ± 1SE (n=9). Diatom types grazed type indicated by legend inset. The dashed line
represents the expected α of 0.5.
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